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A real Chern insulator (RCI) featuring a real Chern number and a second-order boundary mode
appears in a two-dimensional (2D) system with the space-time inversion symmetry (PT ). Here,
we propose a kind of RCI: mirror real Chern insulator (MRCI) which emerges from the system
having additional horizontal mirror symmetry Mz. The MRCI generally is characterized by two
independent real Chern numbers, respectively defined in the two mirror subsystems of the system.
Hence, the MRCI may host the second-order boundary modes different from the conventional RCI.
We show that for spinless systems, the definition of the MRCI is straightforward, as PT keeps each
mirror subsystem invariant. For the spinful systems with both PT and Mz, the real Chern number
for the total system remain well defined, as MzPT = C2zT , and (C2zT )2 = 1. However, since C2zT
exchanges the two mirror subsystems, the definition of the MRCI in spinful systems requires the
help of projective symmetry algebra. We also discuss the MRCIs in 3D systems, where the MRCI
is defined on certain mirror-invariant 2D planes. Compared with its 2D counterpart, the 3D MRCI
can exhibit more abundant physics when the systems have additional nonsymmorphic operators.
Several concrete MRCI models including 2D and 3D, spinless and spinful models are constructed to
further demonstrate our ideas.

I. INTRODUCTION

Topological states of matters have become a focus
in current physics research [1–4]. These materials are
characterized by non-trivial topological index and novel
boundary modes. For example, a topological Chern in-
sulator is characterized by a Z valued Chern number C
and features chiral edge states on the boundary of the
system, which give rise to the quantized Hall conductiv-
ity [5, 6]. The Chern insulator does not require sym-
metry protection but only appears in the systems that
break time-reversal symmetry T [7, 8]. Interestingly, if
the T -invariant systems can be divided into multiple sub-
systems, such as spin and mirror subsystems, and each
subsystem does not have T , then the systems also exhibit
a Z valued topological index, such as spin Chern number
[9–12] and mirror Chern number [13, 14]. The systems
with nonzero mirror Chern number are known as mirror
Chern insulator [15, 16]. In mirror Chern insulator, the
Chern number for the two mirror subsystems must be
opposite to guarantee a vanishing total Chern number
for the system [17].

Recently, the study of the topological states has been
extended to the real topological phases [18–21], where
the eigenstates of the electronic band are enforced to be
real by symmetry. For 3D systems, the crucial symme-
try for the real topology is PT symmetry with the re-
quirement of (PT )2 = 1 [18, 19]. In 2D, there are two
relevant operations, which are PT with (PT )2 = 1 or
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C2zT with (C2zT )2 = 1 [22–24]. The real Chern insu-
lator (RCI) is characterized by a Z2 valued number νR,
known as the real Chern number or the second Stiefel-
Whitney number [18, 19, 25]. It features a second-order
boundary mode–topological corners state in certain cor-
ners. Besides RCIs, some 3D nodal-point and nodal-line
semimetals also have real topology and their second-order
real topology is manifested in the topological hinge states
[18, 26–31].
In this work, we propose the existence of a previously

unrecognized type of RCI, which emerges when the real
states have additional horizontal mirror symmetry Mz.
In the Mz-invarient plane, the momentum-space Hamil-
tonian H(k) can take a block diagonal form

H(k) =

[
h+(k) 0

0 h−(k)

]
, (1)

where h±(k) denotes the Hamiltonian of the mirror-even
(mirror-odd) subsystem. Then, if the h±(k) also has PT ,
we can define a real Chern number ν±R for each mirror
subsystem. Parallel to the discussion in the mirror Chern
insulator [13], we term the systems with nontrivial either
ν+R or ν−R as mirror real Chern insulator (MRCI), to dis-
tinguish them from the conventional RCIs. Interestingly,
we find that the two numbers ν+R and ν−R in MRCI gener-
ally are independent, as there does not exist a symmetry
that connects the two subsystems. Hence, the MRCI
features a Z2 ⊕Z2 classification, labeled by two integers:
ν+R and ν−R . This topological classification is completely
different from that of mirror Chern insulator and the con-
ventional RCIs.
We show that the MRCI can naturally appears in spin-

less systems with PT and Mz symmetries, as PT keeps
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FIG. 1. (a) Atomic positions and wannier centers. The gray
circle represents the atomic position 4j, and the yellow circle
represents the wannier center 2e. (b) The BZ of the lattice
model. (c) Calculated bulk band structure for spinless case.
The parity of the TRIM is represented in red numbers. (d)
Wilson loop spectrum for (1,1) direction.

each mirror subsystem invariant. However, for spinful
systems, projective operators which caused by the lattice
Z2 gauge field [32, 33] are required for the achievement of
the MRCI. For both spinless and spinful systems, we con-
struct 2D and 3D lattice models to explicitly demonstrate
the existence of the MRCIs. We find that the MRCI in
3D systems can be completely different from that in 2D
systems due to additional nonsymmorphic spatial opera-
tions [34–38]. By revealing previously unknown topolog-
ical phases, this work deepens our understanding on the
real topology, and will stimulate further studies on their
realization in real material systems.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II,
we study the MRCI in both 2D and 3D systems without
spin-orbit coupling (SOC). The MRCIs in spinful sys-
tems are discussed in Sec. III, in which the projective
symmetry algebra of the Z2 gauge field and the nonsym-
morphic spatial operations are presented in detail. We
give a discussion and conclusion in Sec. IV.

II. MRCI IN SPINLESS SYSTEMS

A. 2D MRCIs

In our previous work [39], we find that the MRCI can
appear in 2D Cr2Se2O material, in which each spin chan-
nel can be considered as an effective spinless system.
However, a detailed symmetry analysis for the MRCI in
spinless systems is absent there.

We begin with symmetry analysis in this section. Con-
sider a 2D spineless system lying in x-y plane. This sys-
tem has P, T and Mz symmetries with (PT )2 = 1 and
(Mz)

2 = 1. Besides, one knows that Mz commutes with

both P and T , i.e. [Mz,P] = 0 and [Mz, T ] = 0. The to-
tal system is described by the Hamiltonian H(k) (1), and
the physics of the subsystem with Mz = 1 (Mz = −1)
is captured by h+ (h−).

Since the realization of the RCI require PT , then for
the definition of MRCI each mirror subsystem should be
invarient under PT . This symmetry requirement is natu-
rally satisfied in spineless systems, as for eigenstates |ψ±⟩
with Mz|ψ±⟩ = ±1|ψ±⟩, one has

MzPT |ψ±⟩ = PT Mz|ψ±⟩ = PT (±1|ψ±⟩)
= ±1(PT |ψ±⟩), (2)

indicating that |ψ±⟩ and PT |ψ±⟩ share the same eigen-
value of Mz. Moreover, there does not have a symmetry
that exchanges the two mirror subsystems. Therefore, we
can define two independent Z2 valued real Chern num-
bers ν+R and ν−R for h+ and h−, respectively. This means
that the MRCI features a Z2 ⊕ Z2 classification, char-
acterized by a topological index νM = (ν+R , ν

−
R ), as dis-

cussed by Gong et. al [39]. Notice that when both mir-
ror subsystems have nontrivial real Chern number, i.e.
νM = (1, 1), the system would be diagnosed as trivial
according to the classification of the conventional real
Chern insulators [18, 19]. Hence, for the system with
Mz, one should use νM = (ν+R , ν

−
R ) rather than the total

real Chern number νR = ν+R +ν−R to identify its topology.

We then construct a tight-binding model with the
symmetry condition specified above to explicitly show
the existence of the MRCI. We consider a 2D square
lattice possessing a space group symmetry of No. 83
(P4/m), as shown in Fig. 1(a). Here each unit cell
contains four active site located at 4j Wyckoff position:
{( 14 ,

1
4 ), (

3
4 ,

3
4 ), (

1
4 ,

3
4 ), (

3
4 ,

1
4 )}. At each site, we put one

basis orbital: Φ = {dz2}. We require that the model re-
spects the P, T and Mz symmetries. In the basis of Φ,
these symmetry operators take the form of

P = Γ0,1, T = Γ0,0K, Mz = Γ0,0, (3)

where K denotes the complex conjugation operator,
Γi,j ≡ σi ⊗ σj , σi (i = 1, 2, 3) are Pauli matrices, and
σ0 represents the 2× 2 identity matrix. Besides, for con-
ciseness, we also impose a fourfold rotation C4z, which is
represented by

C4z =

 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

 . (4)

According to the standard approach as in Refs.[40, 41],
the lattice model that satisfies the above symmetries in
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Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) may be written as [42, 43]

H2D
sl (k) = [T− cos

ky
2

sin
kx
2

− 2t1 cos
kx
2

sin
ky
2
] Γ0,2

−[T− cos
kx
2

sin
ky
2

+ 2t1 cos
ky
2

sin
kx
2
] Γ3,2

+T+ cos
kx
2

cos
ky
2

Γ0,1 + 2t3 sin
ky
2

Γ1,2

+T+ sin
kx
2

sin
ky
2

Γ3,1 + 2t3 sin
kx
2

Γ2,3, (5)

where T± = t1 ± t2 with t1(2,3) are the hopping pa-
rameters. The band structure of this model (5) with
t1 = 0.2, t2 = 1, t3 = −0.1 are plotted in Fig. 1(c).
The units of the hopping parameters here and below
are all eV. Since all the four basis orbital are even un-
der Mz, one can check that all the bands in model (5)
have the same mirror eigenvalue of Mz = 1. This lat-
tice model clearly demonstrates that the two mirror sub-
system in spinless systems are independent, because the
Mz = 1 mirror subsystem can exist independently of the
Mz = −1 mirror subsystem.
Since model (5) has both P and T , we can use the

real Chern number ν+R to describe its real topology. Two

different methods are adopted to calculate ν+R . The first
one is counting the parity of the occupied bands at the
four time-reversal invariant points in the Brillouin zone
(BZ) [18],

(−1)ν
+
R =

4∏
i=1

(−1)⌊N
−
occ(Γi)/2⌋, (6)

where ⌊...⌋ is the floor function and N−
occ (Γi) represents

the number of the occupied states at time-reversal invari-
ant points Γi=1−4 = {Γ, X, Y,M} with negative inversion
eigenvalues. One observes that the band structure under-
goes twice band inversions at M point relative to Γ point
[see Fig. 1(c)], which is a hallmark of non-trivial ν+R . Un-

der a straightforward calculation, we obtain ν+R = 1, con-
sistent with the analyse of the band inversion. Since this
model does not have mirror-odd bands, one has ν−R = 0
for the mirror-odd subsystem and then νM = (1, 0).

The second method is using Wilson loop to identify the
real topology of the system [18]. For the lattice model
(5), it has nontrivial Zak phase along both (10) and (01)
directions, which can be inferred from the band inver-
sion at X (Y) point relative to Γ point [see Fig. 1(c)].
Therefore, to correctly identify the real topology [18], we
chose the (11) direction for computing the wannier cen-
ters and the (01) direction for evolution. The obtained
Wilson loop is shown in Fig. 1(d), in which one (odd)
crossing at θ = π can be clearly observed. This means
that the model is nontrivial with ν+R = 1, consistent with
the result of parity.

The nontrivial topology of the model (5) also can be
checked by the decomposition of the occupied energy
bands via elementary band representation [44]. By check-
ing the Bilbao crystallographic server (BCS) website [45],

FIG. 2. (a) The view of the unit cell for the model of MRCI
w/o SOC in 3D system. (b) The BZ of the lattice model
(13). (c) Band structure of the lattice model (13) along high-
symmetry lines. These lines are doubly degenerate. (d) Wil-
son loop spectrum for the plane of kz = π. Only one mirror
subsystem is ploted.

FIG. 3. (a) Energy spectrum of a 20×20 supercell along (11)
and (11̄) direction, and corner states are depicted by blue
circle. (b) The real-space distribution of the corner states
inside the bule circle in (a).

we find that the Wannier center of the system here does
not align with the site, but evolves from 4j to 2e Wyckoff
position [see Fig. 1(a)], indicating a higher-order topol-
ogy of this lattice model.
The lattice model (5) is a mirror subsystem with

Mz = 1. Similarly, we can construct a lattice model
with Mz = −1 by using the mirror-odd basis orbital.
When both mirror-even and mirror-odd basis orbital
are adopted, the resulted lattice models would have the
bands with Mz = 1 and that with Mz = −1. Then, we
should divide the systems as two parts according to their
eigenvalue of Mz, and study the real topology of the two
parts independently.

B. 3D MRCIs

For the 3D spinless systems with Mz, the MRCI can
be defined in the Mz-invarient planes in the BZ, i.e. the
planes of kz = 0 and kz = π. Interestingly, for the space
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group with nonsymmorphic operators, the physics of the
systems on the BZ boundary, i.e. kz = π plane can be
distinct from that in a 2D systems, due to the projec-
tive symmetry algebra. As an example, we consider a
3D lattice possessing a space group symmetry of No. 124
(P4/mcc). This lattice preserves P, T , C4z, Mz symme-

tries and nonsymmorphic symmetry M̃x = {Mx|00 1
2}.

Because in this lattice

[PT ,Mz] = 0, (7)

and M2
z = 1, each Mz subsystem in both kz = 0 and

kz = π planes has PT and well-defined real Chern num-
ber. Note that the C4z symmetry is not essential for the
MRCI. It is used to simplify the Hamiltonian, thereby
making the physical nature more evident. But the non-
symmorphic symmetry M̂x is crucial for our discussions.
Since

MzM̃x = {E|001}M̃xMz, (8)

with E the identity operator, one has

[Mz,M̃x] = 0, (9)

for kz = 0 plane but

{Mz,M̃x} = 0, (10)

for kz = π plane.
The real topological of the kz = 0 is similar to that

of the 2D systems with Mz, classified by Z2 ⊕ Z2 index,
as discussed in Sec. II A. Interestingly, the real topo-
logical in kz = π plane would be different, due to the

nonsymmorphic symmetry M̃x. In kz = π plane, for the
eigenstates |ψ±⟩ with Mz|ψ±⟩ = ±1|ψ±⟩, we find that

MzM̃x|ψ±⟩ = −M̃xMz|ψ±⟩ = ∓1(M̃x|ψ±⟩),(11)

indicating that M̃x connects the two Mz subsystems.
Consequently, the two subsystems must have the same
real topology, namely, when one subsystem is trivial with
ν±R = 0 (non-trivial with ν±R = 1), another is necessarily

the same (ν+R = ν−R ). In such case, the Z2⊕Z2 classifica-
tion for the 2D MRCIs reduces to a new Z2 classification
labeled by ν+R . It should be noticed that this new Z2

classification is completely different from the Z2 index
defined for the generic RCIs [18, 19], according to which
the kz = π plane is always trivial.

We then use a concrete calculation on a lattice model
to demonstrate our analysis. As illustrated in Fig. 2(a),
the 3D lattice with space group No. 124 is formed by
stacking 2D square lattices along the z direction. Its
BZ is shown in Fig. 2(b). Each unit cell contains two
layers and two active sites located at 2b Wyckoff posi-
tion: {(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 12 )}. At each site, we put four basis
orbitals: Φ = {dz2 , dxy, px, py}. Then, the matrix repre-
sentation of the symmetries read,

PT = σ0Γ3,0K,Mz = σ3Γ0,0, M̃x = σ1Γ3,3. (12)

FIG. 4. (a) Hinge spectrum for model (13). The red and bule
points respectively correspond to the mirror subsystems +1
and−1 on the plane of kz = π. (b) The real-space distribution
of the hinge states inside the purple square in (a).

Here, Γ acts on the basis orbitals Φ and σ acts on the
site space. Then, the lattice Hamiltonian may be written
as

H3D
sl (k) = χ+(k)σ0(Γ0,0 − Γ3,0) + χ−(k)σ0(Γ0,3 − Γ3,3)

+4t3 (− cos kx + cos ky)σ3(Γ0,1 + Γ3,1)

+4t3 sin kxU1 + 4t3 sin kyU2

+8t3 (cos kx + cos ky)σ0Γ3,0

+t2 cos
kz
2
σ2(Γ3,2 − Γ0,2), (13)

where χ±(k) = a0 + t1(cos kx ± cos ky) cos kz, U1 =
σ0Γ2,3 − σ0Γ2,0 + σ3Γ1,2 + σ3Γ2,1 and U2 = σ0Γ1,2 −
σ0Γ2,1−σ3Γ2,0+σ3Γ2,3. The band structure of Eq. (13)
with a0 = 0.075, t1 = −0.2, t2 = −0.5, t3 = 0.075 is plot-
ted in Fig. 2(c).
On the plane of kz = 0, the Mz eigenvalue of the eight

bands are all 1, but on the plane of kz = π, the number
of the bands with Mz = 1 and Mz = −1 have to be
equal, as guaranteed by Eq. (10). When kz = π, we
can block diagonalize the Hamiltonian (13), according to
the eigenvalue of Mz. We calculated the Wilson loops
for the two Mz subsystems in kz = π plane, and the
results are shown in Fig. 2(d), where the Wilson loops
for Mz = ±1 subsystems are identical here, due to the
simplicity of the lattice model. For each Mz subsystem,
the Wilson loops exhibit an odd number of intersections
at the line of θ = π, showing its non-trivial topological
property, i.e. ν±1

R = 1. For kz = 0, we also compute the
Wilson loop and get νR = 0.

C. Second-order boundary modes

A typical feature of the real topological phases is the
presence of the (d− 2)D boundary modes on the bound-
ary [46–48]. This second-order boundary modes for 2D
MRCIs are the corner states and for 3D MRCIs are the
hinge states [48–53].
Here, we study the second-order boundary modes in

the two lattice models (5) and (13) established above.
Since the 2D MRCI model (5) has nontrivial real Chern
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number in theMz = 1 subsystem, it must have protected
corner modes at a pair of PT connected corners. In Fig.
3(a), we plot the energy spectrum for the lattice model
(5) with a square geometry (20 × 20), whose edges are
in (11) and (11̄) direction. Here, we applied an onsite
energy of −0.7 on the edges (not including the corner
sites) to remove the irrelevant edge states. We observe a
set of fourfold degenerate states appearing in the gap of
bulk energy bands, which is attributed to the additional
presence of C4z symmetry. We further visualize the spa-
tial distribution of these states [see Fig. 3(b)] and find
that these states primarily occupy the four corners. This
directly show these states are corner states, confirming
our topological analysis. Moreover, one can check that
these corner states have Mz = 1, as they are originated
from the real topology of the Mz = 1 subsystem of the
2D MRCI model (5).

Similarly analysis applies for the 3D MRCI model (13).
Since the kz = 0 plane is trivial, it would not have corner
state. But for kz = π plane, it is nontrivial in both Mz

subsystems and should have two sets of corner states:
one contributed by the Mz = −1 subsystem and the
other by the Mz = 1 subsystem. Based on lattice model
(13), we calculate the band structure of a rectangular
crystal with surfaces in the (100) and (010) directions,
and periodic boundary condition in the kz direction [see
Fig. 4(a)]. Here, we also applied an onsite energy of 0.3
to the surfaces (not including the hinge sites). One can
find that there are two hinge modes appearing in the bulk
band gap at kz = π point but disappearing at kz = 0
point. Each hinge mode is eightfold degeneracy, with
four connected by C4z symmetry belonging to Mz = 1

and four to Mz = −1, and they are connected by M̃x

symmetry. The real-space distribution of the hinge states
kz = π are shown in Fig. 4(b). Here we can see that
there are two states for each corner, and their mirror
eigenvalues are +1 and −1 respectively, which is different
from the conventional RCI which has only one state for
each corner.

III. MRCI IN SPINFUL SYSTEMS

A. 2D MRCIs

Next, we explore the existence of the MRCI in spinful
systems. When considering SOC, the symmetry algebra
becomes different. For spinful systems, one generally has
(Mz)

2 = −1 and (PT )2 = −1. Nevertheless, one can
use C2zT = MzPT instead of PT to protect the real
topology in 2D spinful systems, as C2zT not only keeps
the 2D momentum k = {kx, ky} invarient and always
satisfies (C2zT )2 = 1 regardless of the strength of the
SOC effect.

Similarly, the definition of MRCI in spinful systems re-
quires each mirror subsystem to be invarient under C2zT .
However, this symmetry requirement is not satisfied gen-
erally. For eigenstates |ψ±⟩ with Mz|ψ±⟩ = ±i|ψ±⟩, one

FIG. 5. (a) Two-site tight-binding model with four orbits
per site. The blue and red of the atoms indicate the plus
or minus as specified by Z2 gauge fields. (b) The BZ of the
lattice model (19). (c) The energy bands of model (19). The
bands are doubly degenerate. (d) Wilson loop spectrum for
(1,0) direction. Only one mirror subsystem is ploted.

has

MzC2zT |ψ±⟩ = C2zT Mz|ψ±⟩ = C2zT (±i|ψ±⟩)
= ∓i(C2zT )|ψ±⟩), (14)

indicating that under the action of C2zT , the eigenstates
with Mz = ±i are transformed into that with Mz = ∓i.
Thus, it is the combination of these two mirror subsys-
tems that makes the entire system to have C2zT , and
each mirror subsystem breaks C2zT .
To address the above symmetry dilemma, we use pro-

jective symmetry operators to alter the algebra of C2zT
(PT ) and Mz. For 2D spinful systems, the desired pro-
jective symmetry operators may be realized by choosing
suitable gauge field, which imposes important constraint
on the phase of the hopping amplitudes [17]. The Z2

gauge field introduces an additional degree of freedom: a
sign of + or − to each basis [17].
We use a concrete lattice model to illustrate the in-

fluence of the Z2 gauge field on the symmetry algebra.
Consider a 2D lattice model defined on a square lattice, as
shown in Fig. 5(a). Here each unit cell contains two ac-
tive site located at {(0, 0, 14 ), (0, 0,−

1
4 )} position labeled

as A and B respectively. At each site, we put four basis
orbitals Ψ = {|dz2 ↑⟩, |s ↑⟩, |s ↓⟩, |dz2 ↓⟩}. Besides, the
sites A and B are respectively endowed with a sign of +
or − under a gauge transformation operator G. After we
arranged the following orbital sequence: {A|dz2 ↑⟩, A|s ↑
⟩, A|dz2 ↓⟩, A|s ↓⟩, B|s ↑⟩, B|dz2 ↑⟩, B|s ↓⟩, B|dz2 ↓⟩ }, we
can get

G = σ3Γ0,0. (15)

Here, Γ0,0 acts on the basis orbitals Φ and σ3 acts on the
site space. Under the basis, the matrix representations
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of Mz and PT are expressed as

Mz = iσ1Γ3,1, PT = −iσ1Γ2,1K. (16)

And further, the system breaks Mz and PT after adding
the gauge, but exhibits the combination operators GMz

and GPT . Since the gauge transformation operator G
does not changes either site position in real space or k in
momentum space [17], M′

z = GMz and P ′T = GPT can
be considered as effective mirror and space-time inversion
symmetries. Now we have

M′
z = −σ2Γ3,1, P ′T = σ2Γ2,1K. (17)

This means that one still can divide the system into two
mirror subsystems based on the eigenvalue of M′

z. Par-
ticularly, due to the gauge field, one has (M′

z)
2 = 1,

(P ′T )2 = 1, so we can still use P ′T to protect the real
topology. Besides,

M′
zP ′T |ψ̃±⟩ = P ′T M′

z|ψ̃±⟩ = P ′T (±1|ψ̃±⟩)
= ±1(P ′T |ψ̃±⟩), (18)

for the M′
z’s eigenstates |ψ̃±⟩ with M′

z|ψ̃±⟩ = ±1|ψ̃±⟩.
Therefore, each mirror subsystem can be characterized
by a real Chern number and the total system features a
Z2 ⊕ Z2 topological index νM = (ν+R , ν

−
R ).

The lattice model that satisfies the symmetries of M′
z

and P ′T may be written as

H2D
sf (k) = χ+

c (k)σ0Γ0,0 + χ−
s (k)σ0Γ0,1

+χ−
c (k)σ3Γ0,3 − χ+

s (k)σ1Γ0,3

+(−m1σ3Γ0,0 +m2σ0Γ1,1). (19)

Here, χ±
c (k) = a1 ± a2 + (t2 ± t3)(cos kx + cos ky) and

χ±
s (k) = t1(± sin kx + sin ky). In this model, we only

consider hoppings between the same spin. The energy
band of this model (19) with a1 = 0.55, a2 = −0.45, t1 =
1.2, t2 = 0.4, t3 = −0.45 is plotted in Fig. 5(c).
We then use the Wilson loop to calculate the real topol-

ogy of the M′
z = ±1 subsystem, and the obtained result

for M′
z = −1 subsystem is shown in Fig. 5(d), which

presents a single crossing at the lines of both θ = 0 and
θ = π. It means that ν−R = 1. The result for the M′

z = 1
subsystem is the same. This clearly demonstrates the
existence of a MRCI with (ν+R , ν

−
R ) = (1, 1) in spinful

systems.
Due to the rapid development in artificial periodic sys-

tems, the Z2 gauge field is readily realized in acoustic
crystals [54–58]. However, its realization in spinful sys-
tems is still challenging.

B. 3D MRCIs

It is known that the nonsymmorphic operators can lead
to completely different symmetry algebras inside the BZ
and on the BZ boundary. Then, one may think that with

FIG. 6. (a) Energy spectrum of a 30 × 30 supercell for the
M′

z = −1 subsystem, corner states are depicted by red circles.
(b) The real-space distribution of the corner states marked by
red circles in (a).

certain nonsymmorphic operators, the mirror-invariant
plane can be a MRCI even in the spinful systems with-
out introducing the gauge field discussed in Sec. III A.
Unfortunately, we find that this is impossible. For the

space-time reversal symmetry P̃T = {PT |τ⃗} with τ⃗ a
general fractional translation, one always has

P̃T
2

= (PT )
2
= −1. (20)

Similarly, for a mirror symmetry M̃z = {Mz|τ⃗}, it

also has M̃2
z = −1, which indicates that M̃z = ±i for a

generic point on both kz = 0 and kz = π planes. Hence,
to realize a MRCI on the mirror-invariant plane, two con-
ditions must be satisfied:

C̃2zT
2
= 1, {M̃z, C̃2zT } = 0, (21)

if the Eq. (21) is satisfied, we have the follow equation:

P̃T
2

= (−M̃zC̃2zT )(−M̃zC̃2zT )

= −M̃2
z(C̃2zT )2 = 1, (22)

where P̃T = −M̃zC̃2zT , which is satisfied when consid-
ering SOC, is used. However, this above result contra-
dicts Eq. (20). Thus, it is impossible to achieve a MRCI
in 3D real materials with strong SOC effect by the way
of introducing the nonsymmorphic operators.

C. Second-order boundary modes

The second-order boundary modes in spinful systems
is similar to that in spinless systems. As mentioned, the
lattice model (19) have νM = (ν+R , ν

−
R ) = (1, 1). Thus,

it should have two sets of corner states. Based on the
lattice model (19), we calculate the energy spectrum of
a 30× 30 supercell for the M′

z = −1 subsystem, and the
results are presented in Fig. 6(a). One observes a pair of
isolated states appearing in the bulk band gap, which are
connected by P ′T . The real-space distribution of these
states is depicted in Fig. 6(b), confirming that they are
the corner states.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we theoretically establish the existence
of symmetry-protected MRCI. For both 2D and 3D sys-
tems, with or without spin-orbit coupling, we offer the-
oretical analysis and detailed model construction. How-
ever, discovering materials with these topological states
remains challenging, and our analysis offers guidance to
this search.

In conclusion, we propose a new topological state,
named MRCI, protected by PT and Mz symmetries.
We provide sufficient symmetry analysis and construct
specific models for 2D and 3D systems, both with and
without SOC, demonstrating their properties. Our find-
ings show that a system with Mz and PT symmetries
whose real Chern number is trivial may still have non-
trivial topological properties, i.e. the real Chern number
of its mirror subsystem may be nontrivial. In 2D sys-
tems with SOC, we address the problem of the absence
of PT in subsystems using a Z2 gauge field. For 3D spin-

less systems, nonsymmorphic operations link two mirror
subsystems, changing the classification of MRCIs from
Z2 ⊕Z2 classification to Z2 classification. For 3D spinful
systems, we prove that it is not possible to realize MR-
CIs by introducing non-symmorphic operations. Across
all scenarios, we identify second-order topological states
associated with non-trivial MRCIs, such as corner states
and hinge states. Our work enhances the understanding
of real topologies and provides directions for realizing
MRCIs in spinful systems and discovering new topologi-
cal materials.
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